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LlNE COMPLEXES Il\IMERSED IN A PROJECTIVE SPACE 

W1TH RULED ABSOLUTE 

By M. A. SoIiman and N. H. Abdel 

1. Introduction 

\~Te consider an three-dimensional projective space P3 referred to a moying 

frame (Ail of four linea rly independent analytic points A). A2. A3' A4' An 

infinitesimal displacement of such a frame is determined by the equations. 

dA，=띠씨 (i. j. X = 1 . .... 4). ( 1.1) 

빼ere the one-forms ω: (Pfaff ’s differential forms) are invariant one.forms of 

t he projective group PG(3 . R) whose structural equations have the form 

D 이=ωfA야 ( 1. 2) 

1싸 consider the gecmetr~:’ telo떼1g to a subgroup H? of the group PG(3, R), 
3 

the transformations in the subgroup H; do not mQve a ruled surface (J. 10 flL 

‘t was shO\vn thilt in a partia lly canonical moving frame {Aj}' the r uled surface 

( absolute) (j is determined by the equat ion 

2 3 4 '" 
.t: X -xx =u ( 1. 3) 

‘,\'here the points AJ' A2' A3' A, are located on u and (A J, A2' A3' A.) = 1. The 
3 concl itions of the stationary subgroup Hl of the projective grouπ PG(3, R) are 

2 1 ~ 3 4 ~ 2 4 '" 3 ~ì 
ω =ω.;=0. ω =ω =0 ω -ω = 0. ω -ω =이 2- V

' ""4-""3 ’ 3 -J - v , -2 _, -v I 

3 2 '" 4 ‘ 1 . 2 .... 3 . 4 '" 1 
ωωi;=O， ω'3 -띠12 =0， ωi +ω12 = 0， ω3+ω. =Oj 

(1.4) 

From (1 . 1) and ( 1. 4) it follows lhat. lhere eχist two fam i1ies of generators 

φ ， =(Aß“. A,A,I and φ2 = (.1JA3' A2A씨 of the absolute u. 

The set of a11 lines iú : he space P3 is ca11ed the Grassmo1t maniJold Gr Cl. 3). 

It is we11 known dim Gr( l, 3) =4. A smooth r→dimensiooa~ sυbmani fold \yi ll I:e 

ðenoted by Gr( l, 3, r) (1드7드4). 

DEFINIT lON 1.1. A three-d imensional ( tw。→dimensional l submanifolrl of the 

Grassman manifold Gr (I, 3) is called a 1i1le complex Gr( 1. 3. 3) (a liue congr“etlce 
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Gr( l, 3, 2)) immersed in P 3' 

2. Line complexes embedded in P 3 with ruled absolute 

Let the points Aj' Az be located on a moving straigbt line 1 of a line complex 

Gr( l , 3, 3). Then the invariance condition of 1 under an infinitesimal transforma 

tions of the subgroup 펴 is of the form 

강=0 (p=l, 2; a=3.4). 

Hence one-forms 얘 are the main forms of the G없man manif이d Gr(l, 3). 

Thu8, in 8uch a f rame the differential eq uation of a line complex Gr(l, 3, 3) 

have the form 
3 3 .. 4 
ω =0 ω +b ω + xω 2 Ull ' J".UI2 (2, 1) 

in the first-order contact element of the generating eJement 1 of this complex. 

Expanding the exterior quadratic equat ions corresponding to (2. 1) by Cartan’s 

lemma, we get that the equations for the infinitesimaJ variations of the quantities 
a, b, 7. when the first-order parameters are fixed, are as fo11ows 

T __ _ 1 3, T 
(öa öb δ7.)' =M{π; "3) . (2.2) 

r2a 0 l 

where M =lo - 2b 1, T denotes matrix 
L2X -2ι」

transposition, δ is the symbol for differentiation with respect to the second 

order parameters and z;'=CJJ/Cö) . 

The system of quantities 0= (a, b, ï. ) forms the first fundamental differential 

geometric object of the manifold G, (l, 3, 3) [5). 

Therein. we g ive a geometric interpretation of the geometric object 0. Since 
the lin I=AjA, describes the line complex (2. 1), we have the normal corres 

pondence 
3 , 4 

K; N (t )=A
1 
+ IA2•• S(N(t)) ; x" -}",'=O, 

where 

λ = (t+o)/(X -bt) (2. 3) 

We thus obtain a projective mapping of the points of the line 1 onto the sheaf 
3 , 4 

of pJanes x" -}",' =O. This mapping associates the in、 ariant point N j= bAj + ï.A2 

with the plane x
4

=O. The point N 1 together with N 2=bA1-XA2, harmonica11y 

scparates the pair of points Aj and A , . If ￦e put 1=0 or 1 =∞， then the 
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projective mapping (2.3) will determine two planes 

XX3--ax4=0 (2. 4) 

b:x;3 +:x;4=0 (2.5) 

3 • 4 from the sheaf of planes :x;"-}.x'=O. These two planes correspond to the points 

A, and Azo From (2.2), we get 

õ(l / b)=2( l/b) 져， δ(a/X)=2(aα) 책 (2. 이 

since equations (2,6) are of form analogous to the equation ð}.=2썩， which 
3 • 4 

follows from the stationarity of any plane of the sheaf x'-À.<=O, we concl ude 
3 • 4 t hat the invariant planes (2.4) and (2.5) belong to the sheaf x" - J.x'=O. 

DEFINITlON 2. 1. [6] A Grassman manifold Gr(l, 3) with a field of correspond

ence K is called a non.holonomic comPle:x; NGr (1, 3, 3) which determined by 

(2. 1). 

Generally, the matrix M has rank equal to two. For the general cJass of 

line complexes NGr(l, 3, 3) and from (2.2) we hayc 

δX=X(bδa+ aõb)/(ab) ， 

j. e.. we can take X= ab. This class of line complexes is defined by the system 

of linear differential equation 

혀-a ω~=b(ω:+aω，~) 
and the associated exterior quadratic equations 

da-2aω=μl(썩+b ωD+ μι(피+ a ω~) 

db + 2bω3=μJω;十b ωP十μiω2 十aω;)

(3.7) 

where μl' μ2' μ3 are the invariants in the 21ld-order contact element. T his is an 

involutive system, the nonuniqueness of its 5이ution being characterized by one 

function of two arguments. Hence we have the followîng lemma. 

LEMMA 2.1. The rαge 01 exisle1lce 01 a liηe complex NGr( l. 3‘ 3) embedded in 

P3 wifh ruled absolule comþrises O1ze arbitrary fUllclio1Z 01 Iwo argumellts. 

We state the results of our study of the geometry of t wo specia 1 classes of 

line complexes of the above type in the following sections [7]. 
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3. Class of the holonomic line complcxes HGr ,(1, 3. 3) 

In this section. we consider the special class of line complexes NGrCl ,3‘ 3) in 

which the rank of the matriχ ιM equal to zero, i. e., a=b=X =O. 까7e denote 

the resulting manifold by NGr3( 1. 3, 3) {the lower index indicates the nllmber of 

coefficients here which are equal to zero in equation (2, 0 ), Since the geometri c

object Ð is empty and tbe normal correspondence is degenerate, tbe line complex 

NGr3(l, 3, 3) become a holonomic line complex HGr3(l' 3, 3). 

The line complex HGr3(l , 3, 3) is defined by the Pfalfian equation 

ωi=o (3. 0 

This i5 an involutive equation . the uniqueness of it8 solution being characterized 
by ODe arbitrary constant. 

From (3, 1), (1.0 and (1.4) , it is easy to see that the generator AIA4εφ1 IS 

f ixed and A2 moves on the absolute (J. This complex consists 01 all bundles of 

lines with vertices on (J and A1A4 as a layer. 

Analogous 10 the above investigation, we h ,!-ve three classes 01 line complexes 
H Gr3(1, 3, 3) defined as fo11ows: 

The complele integrable Plaffian equation 

띠:=0， (3.2) 

determines a line complex. This line complex constructed geometrically as Ihe 

set of a11 bundles of Jines with vertices on the absolute (J and AI A3Eφ2 as a 

layer. 

The involutive equation 

ω3=0. (3.3) 

characterizes a line complex which consists 01 the family of all bundles of lines 

with γertices on the ahsolute (J and A2A3Eφ1 as a layer. 

The differential equation 

ω3=o ， Dω3=o， (3.4) 

defines a line complex, This line complex represented as the 5et 01 all bundles 

with layer A2A4Eφ2 and vertices on the absolute (1. From the foregoing results~ 

、ve have the fo11oWing lemmas. 

LE1vLvlA 3. 1. The i1,tersection 01 the line complexes HGr3(1. 3, 3) (3.0, (3.3) 
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delermine5 a hyperbolic 1’'ttear co'ngruences [8J. 
3 _ 4 

ω;=0. ω;=0. (3. 5) 

,oill: Iwo direclrices belO1lgi1lg 10 the lamily φl ' 

LEM\ IA 3. 2. The sol 01 linos common to the line comp/oxe5 HGr( l. 3. 3) (3. 2). 

(3. 4). Ihat i5. the 5et 01 /i’tes satisfy the integrable system 01 equaUo l1s. 
4 _ 3 

ωí=O. ω'2=0. (3. 6) 

determines a hyperbolic litzear cDtzgruence with Iwo directrices belo1'lgillg 10 the 

l amily φ? 

Therein, we give the parametric equations of one cJass of HGr3( 1. 3. 3) [9J . 

Say the cJass of line complexes (3.1) . One way of obtai ning an in tegra l-free

representation of such complexes is the foJJ ow ing. We take a generator l of th .. 

ruled absolute 0. for each point on the absolute 0 draw a bundle of Jines wit l1 

/ as a layer. AJJ these bundles construct the cJass of line complexes (3. 1). 

Using this representation. we shaJJ find the eq uations of the complexes (3. J) in 

Plücker coordi nates as foJJows: Consider two points P1(Å. . l . l . λ). P 2(1. j,. 1/ 1.. i )
on the generator 1 of the aæolu Le (J. Also any arbitrary point on (J is Q( l. v. 

u‘ l / u). The Plücker coordinates of the line PQ which is a ray of the li ne

complex {P=P1+ tP2 is a point on l} are 

12 ; .. ". ' .... 13 r"=v(λ+1) - (1+λt) . P'"= (ì.+I)(ν -l!À) 

p14=(1.+t)/U _λ(1 +ì.O. p23=μ2( 1 +λt)-ν(1 + 1/λ) (3. 7) 

P잉=(1 +lt)(l!ν lJl. ) . p 34 = (1.+ 1)/(2ν)- J.ν2(1+ lt) 
These equations depends on three parameters (λ t. lJ ) . they represcnt the

parametric equations of the constructed line complex (3. 1). 

4. Class of the seminonholonomic line complexes SNGr?(l . 3. 3; h) 

We consider the special cJass of line complexes NGr(1. 3. 3) in which the rank 
of the matrix M equal to one. This CJ앓s is c1assified in three separate

subclasses. The matrix M has rank equal to one if and only if one of the 
fo lIowing conditions 

( 1) a=b= O. ( 1I) a=X=O. (llI) b=X=O. is satisfied. We denote by NGr? 

(1, 3, 3) the c1ass of line complexes under investigation. 

DEFI~ITI0N 4. 1. [5J Let a field of a differential-geometric object e having the 

same structure as the subobject "ζe be given on a Jine complex NGr (1, 3. 3). 
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Then we say that NGr2(1, 3, 3) is a seminonholonomic line complex SNGr2 

‘ ( 1, 3, 3 ‘ h) , 

Three subclasses of NGr , ( l, 3, 3) are examined: The line complexes SNGr2 

(1, 3, 3; (끼)， SNGr2(l, 3. 3; (bJ) and SNGr
2
(l , 3, 3; (aJ) according to the 

conditions (l ) , (ll) and (ill ) respectively, 

The line complexes SN Gι(1， 3, 3; (치) is determined by t he differenti al 

equat lOn. 
3 “ 4 w λw 
l ‘ 2 

(4. 1) 

and the associated exterior quadratic equation. This is an in、 olutive equation. 

the nonuniqueness of its solutions being characterized by one arbi trary function 

of one argument. 

Since the normal correspondences K ; A,• • Z(AJ : x3=0. K : A2←→ε(A2) : 

션=0， are established for the complex (4, 1) , the points A l' A2 are called t he 
,centres of the ray 1 [10] , This gives a geometric interpretation of the subobject 
h={끼 CI}, X is called the curva!ure 01 the line complex (4,1). Since the equation 

짜=0， is complete in뼈1 
to see that. this equation defines a holonomic line congruence coincident "\vi th 

1he linear line congruence (3.5). 

LEMMA 4. 1. Tke line complex (4. 1) adημts a strattjicaUoη inlo 0ηe-parameter 

fαmilies 01 hyperbolic linear line congruences (3.5). 

The line complexes SNGr2(l, 3, 3; (bJ) is defined by the involutive system of 

differ ential equation 

“
3_ 1. ，、4 지 

{db t짧\ω;=0 J 
(4.2) 

l‘ he range of existence of suctl line compIex comprises one arbitrary function 
af one argument. The first fun damental differential 'geometric subobject h = (bJ ζ6 

:is established by the fixed correspondence 
3 . 4 K: λ1(t) = A，十tA2←→I(M(t)) : bx" + x"=O. 

As the point M ranges over the ray 1, the plane ε(M) is fixed , i, e. , t he cone 
잉f rays of the line complex (4.2) , passing through M is degenerate into a 

"C y1inderical surface. 

The system of complete integrable Pfaffian equations 
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3 _ 4 
ω1=0. ω;=0 (4.3) 

determines a parabolic holonomic lioe congruence (with focal surface degenerate 

jnto the point A 1J belonges to the line complex (4.2) . 

LE :I1MA 4. 2. T Iz~ line cOlllþlex (4. 2) admils a lib,alioll inlo αze-þarameler 

families 01 þarabolic line congmences (4. 3). 

The line complexes SNGr2(1. 3. 3; (aJ) is characterized by the integrable 

system of equations 

ω1=a얘 

{da -2a야}^ω3=o 
(4.4) 

This system exists within ooe arbitrary fuoction of one argument. The 
geometric interpretatioo of the subobject Iz = {aJ c e follows from the fixed 

-correspondence K: M (I)= A1 +IA2• a+ I;60 •• ε(M(I)).é =o. The complete 

j ntegrable Pfaffiao system of equations 
3 ~ 3 ~ 4 

ωí=O. ω2 =0. ωi=O (4.5) 

determines a ruled surface which is called the i끼legra! ruled surlace of the line 
-complex (4.4) . T his ruled surface degenerate into a pencil of lines with cenlre 

.at A1 in the fixed plane A1A2A4' 

LEMMA 4.3. T"e line cOlllþlex (4.4) call be reþresenled as 1ιe sel 01 1'"0' 

þarameter lamilies 01 I"e þet，κiles 01 st,aiglzt lines (4. 5). 
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